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WELCOME OPTOCLOUD EDU!
Marposs OptoCloud EDU (Electric
Drive Unit) is the latest generation of 3D
precision inspection solutions, designed
for the Electrical Vehicle Industry and
its unprecedented quality assurance
processes.
Designed to reconstruct the 3D model
of complex and articulated workpieces
and
to
automatically
execute
measurements and vision inspection
tasks, the OptoCloud EDU resolves in
less than a minute what is demanding or
even impossible for traditional contact
measurement machines.
For instance, OptoCloud EDU is capable
of fully validating 240 electrical contacts
of a motor stator in just 30 seconds!
Isn’t it 100 times faster than a traditional
contact 3D system?
OptoCloud EDU is so fast that has
become a perfect solution for quality
control at the production line, both with
manual and robot loading.

PERFORMANCE FORMULA:
(3D LASER HEADS)4 + 3D
CONTACT SENSOR
The 3D reconstruction of complex and
structured surfaces is operated through
multiple laser heads, which generate
the Point Cloud of the part, while the
workpiece is quickly rotated by 360°.
The Point Clouds is acquired by
the different laser heads – taking so
advantage of spatial diversification
– and then combined into a single
3D reconstruction. As the final step,
Marposs software elaborates the
dataset and executes the requested
measurements and vision inspection
tasks.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
max part diameter

300 mm

max part height

300 mm

max part weight

60 kg

product dimension(WxDXH mm)

1200x1304x2304

ELECTRONIC CONTROL OF THE
LASER POSITION
Laser heads are integrated over a
precision moving axis that is designed
to position the laser at the right distance
for the 3D acquisition. Thanks to this
functionality, the OptoCloud EDU
not only can inspect different part
typologies, for instance of different
lengths. It can also simply move the
lasers during the measurement cycle,
to inspect one single workpiece along
with its vertical extension.

LASER HEADS ALWAYS
WELL-PROTECTED
Part loading and unloading operations
can be critical, but not for the OptoCloud
EDU.
Thanks to Z-axis, the laser heads are
automatically moved out from the
handling area, leaving large space for
the workpiece handling and removing
the risk of sensors damage by handling
mistakes.

EASE OF QUALITY CONTROL, BY DEFINITION!
OptoCloud EDU is powered by an effective software suite, capable to elaborate the Point Cloud into
a 3D reconstruction and – as the last step - into an intuitive graphical representation. Line operators
can easily review - by images - the result of the automatic inspection and navigate up to the desired
level of details.
Perfect for quality control, but not only. The multiple lasers into the OptoCloud EDU generate a Point
Cloud with a very high level of spatial resolution, incorporating details that are a powerful dataset for
design reviews and final project validation.
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